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March Issue
Bullard H3000 firehelmet

Video: H3000's adjustment options
Winner of the month

Your opinion matters to us
Those who know us will be aware that your feedback and needs
are very important and valuable to us. Many Bullard employees
and partners are active firefighters themselves and are in regular
exchange with the firefighting community. As a result Bullard
products score above average in customer surveys. In this
newsletter issue we summarise the advantages of the H3000 fire
helmet.

Perfect fit and 

easy cleaning
Many of you have praised the fact
that the H3000 is comfortable to
wear during long operations and
even while wearing a SCBA mask.
The H3000's angled, vertically and
horizontally adjustable
headband allows you to fine-tune the
fit of the H3000 for best comfort. This
way you can turn the H3000 into
your own personal helmet that
adapts perfectly to the shape of your
head. 

You also complimented on the ease
of cleaning. The H3000 can be
disassembled in the blink of an
eye so that thorough cleaning of the
inner shell is easy, too. In addition
the Care Kit comes with an
affordable second set of pads and
neck protectors. 
  
What else is important to you? You
obviously think that your helmet
should not only be tough, but also be
good-looking – a third of you said
that the design of the H3000 is just

75% of the customers surveyed

praised the high wearing comfort

Helmet hygiene is particularly
important for a quarter of all

respondents. These responses
emphasized how well and easily

the H3000 can be cleaned



as important as its robustness. 

The H3000 has a modular design, so
most components can be easily
replaced. Good conditions, then, for
your H3000 to remain your
companion for a very long time. As
long as no mechanical, chemical or
other damage is detected during
regular testing, it is not subject to
any prescribed replacement periods. 

All this makes your H3000 not just
easy to maintain, but also very
economical. What should happen
if your fire department needs
additional helmets? Thanks to final
assembly in Germany, you rarely
have to wait longer than 5 working
days for your new H3000. 
  
Are you in the process of organising
helmet tenders or purchases? Would
you like to convince yourself of the
wearing comfort the H3000 and
other Bullard helmets offer? Simply
use this online form and enter
planned purchase details in the
"comments or questions" field. Your

.Also extremely well rated: the
protection against lateral impacts.

The H3000 offers this thanks to
the inner shell reaching to the

edge of the helmet.

Scotty tests the adjustment
capabilities of the H3000 for best

comfort 
(VIDEO WITH ENGLISH

SUBTITLES)

Bullard dealer will be happy to get in
touch with you.

More information

Winner of the month
 
Matthias Riedel

Congratulations: 
You won the Bullard Backpack!
Enjoy!

Look out for our upcoming newsletters! We´ll
soon announce an exciting new product and
we want you to be the first to know about it!
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